Truth Hardware presents the new Sentry™ Multi-Point Hinged Patio Door System – a North American designed system that combines the flexibility and security that you want with the quality and performance you expect. Truth’s Sentry System now gives you the ability to purchase your multi-point swinging door hardware from the same reliable manufacturer you have come to trust for your window and sliding door hardware. Check out these customer-focused features and benefits:

FLEXIBLE
- The Sentry Hinged Door Locking System can be customized into 3 or 5 point tongue, hook or shoot bolt version.
- Featuring a modular design, this system modifies easily to fit custom door sizes.

INTUITIVE
- Independent dead bolt feature allows you to secure the door without engaging the remote lock points.

MARKET FOCUSED
- Featuring a 90 degree thumbturn above the handle, this system is designed specifically for the North American market.
- Truth’s Sentry Locking System is available with 16 or 20 mm faceplates to fit standard eurogrooves.
- Industry standard 92 mm spacing between the handle and the thumbturn.

SECURE
- The Locking System offers superior strength with a 1” throw on the dead bolt and shoot bolts.
- Laminated SST dead bolt with anti-saw pin and anti-back drive feature prevents tampering for added security.
- Remote lock-point locations optimized closer to top and bottom of the door for improved locking performance.
- When dead bolt is activated, center latch cannot be depressed thus producing an added measure of security.
- Passive hardware is available in either a handle activated eurogroove version or a manual dual direction single lever flush bolt.

RELIABLE
- Durable handle return spring prevents handle sash sag over time, while corrosion resistant 300 series SST ensures the good looks and performance of the product for years to come.

SMOOTH
- Dual direction operation of the center cassette balances the system providing smoother, easier performance compared to single direction systems.
- Wear strip on center latch prevents marring of strike plates helping to ensure a quality appearance over time.

INSTALLATION FRIENDLY
- The center latch can be reversed with the hardware already installed in the door.
- Non-handed anti-slam device automatically moves to the correct position when the door is closed preventing damage to the door and hardware.
- Modular system with quick pin-hole connections for easy installation.
- Tongue option fits standard 16 mm and 20 mm eurogrooves without additional remote lock processing.

MATERIAL
300 series stainless steel.

WARRANTY
Protected under the terms of the Truth Warranty for Window and Door.

Warranty
Protected under the terms of the Truth Warranty for Window and Door.

Manufacturers and Authorized Distributors. Refer to Truth’s Terms and Conditions for further details.

ORDERING INFORMATION
To assist you in selecting the correct components to fit your door, Truth Hardware has developed easy to use matrices for each of the available lock versions. Please refer to the tables beginning with Fig. 1 for this important information. Should you require any additional application support – please contact Truth’s Application Specialists directly.
TRUTH TIPS

1. For easy correction of out of square or racked door installations, the use of Truth Jamb Jack frame adjusters are recommended. Frame adjustment can improve weatherseal tightness and door operation over the life of the door.

2. Solid shims are recommended behind jamb at all strike plate locations.

3. See Tech Notes for information dealing with the care of plated decorative finishes.

MULTI-POINT HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS

Multi-Point Door Locking System for exterior or entrance doors, which provides high security and easy operation.

Multi-Point hardware shall be made of 300 series SST and fit into standard 16 or 20 mm eurogroove and feature 90 degree thumbturn located above the handle. 1” throw on all dead bolt and shoot bolts required and have reversible center latch and non-handed anti-slam device built into the hardware system.

Door hardware shall be Sentry™ Multi-Point Hinged Patio Door Hardware System manufactured by Truth Hardware.